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For the first time since the Fed began raising interest rates in early 2022, underwriting assumptions for prime multifamily assets are beginning to stabilize. The average multifamily going-in cap rate increased by

23 basis points (bps) to 4.72% in Q1 2023. This follows increases of 39, 36 and 38 bps in the three preceding quarters and marks the first significant quarterly deceleration in cap rate expansion since the Fed

began its latest round of rate hikes. Similarly, other metrics such as unlevered internal rate of return (IRR) targets, exit cap rates and rent growth also decelerated in Q1.

Figure 1: Historical Summary of Buyer Valuation Underwriting Survey for Prime Class A Multifamily Assets

Source: CBRE Research, Q1 2023.

Note: Survey was not conducted for six quarters throughout the COVID-19 pandemic due to lack of trendable market activity and price discovery. Data in the above table is from the 10 most recent surveys.

For the sixth consecutive quarter, Austin had the lowest risk requirements on an underwriting basis among the 15 major multifamily markets tracked by CBRE. Though no market had improved multifamily metrics,

those with less changes, such as Boston and Seattle, improved on the risk spectrum. Though all markets recorded higher going-in cap rates between Q3 and Q4 2022, five had no additional expansion in Q1 2023.

This provides additional evidence of broader stability in multifamily underwriting assumptions. Similarly, while just two markets had no movement in exit cap rates during Q4 2022, 10 had no additional exit cap

rate expansion in Q1 2023.

Figure 2: Buyer Valuation Underwriting Survey for Prime Class A Multifamily Assets Ranked by IRR Target & Cap Rate
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Source: CBRE Research, Q1 2023.

Note: The statistics are estimates of current buyer underwriting assumptions for the highest-quality asset in the best location of a particular market. The quoted prime rents reflect the level at which top-tier relevant transactions

are being completed. Estimates are based on the expert opinion of local CBRE investment professionals.

Since Q1 2022, the average going-in cap rate has expanded by 136 bps to 4.72% and now eclipses the pre-pandemic average by 51 bps. Though further expansion is expected, underwriting assumptions for prime

multifamily assets will likely peak in the second half of 2023. Even as expansion for going-in cap rates has been more dramatic than exit cap rates, a positive spread has remained between both, though the margin

is slimmer than ever at 27 bps.

Figure 3: Historical Comparison of Going-In & Exit Cap Rates
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Source: CBRE Research, Q1 2023.

Note: Survey was not conducted for six quarters throughout the COVID-19 pandemic due to lack of trendable market activity and price discovery.

Underwriting assumptions of annual rent growth for the first three years of prime multifamily deals have also declined over the past two quarters. The types of markets driving rent growth appear to have

changed. Gateway markets now have higher average rent growth expectations, as opposed to early 2022 when all other markets had higher rent growth assumptions. Though gateway markets suffered the most

during the pandemic because of outmigration, some such as Boston and New York have bounced back strongly as people return. The long-run average for rent growth assumptions is approximately 3%, slightly

higher than the 2.9% expected as of Q1 2023. As markets stabilize, rent growth assumptions likely will drift lower but eventually settle near the long-run average.

Figure 4: Average Annual Rent Growth Underwriting First 3 Years (%)
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Source: CBRE Research, Q1 2023.

Multifamily investors remain cautious in the current environment, though many markets are seeing little additional degradation of their fundamentals. Once interest rates stabilize, there should be an increase in

activity by buyers, sellers and lenders.
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